The Laerdal Suction Unit is the ultimate in high performance. It’s rugged enough to take anywhere – in the ambulance or the hospital. Unique one-touch testing, built-in charger, and 5-year warranty validate its claim to fame as the one to beat.

For more product information: www.laerdal.com
Laerdal Suction Unit

The LSU features industry first device diagnostics, a “no-tools” replaceable battery, built-in charger, an integrated vacuum regulator/power knob and a “rugged” bump proof / splashproof design. LSU does all this quietly.

Quiet operation
The LSU is extremely quiet when operated at the low vacuum levels. This allows the unit to be particularly effective in a children’s ward or any other setting that demands a quiet environment.

Rough treatment in emergency situations will not damage the LSU, or affect its performance.

Easy-To-Understand Graphic User Interface

- Device Test Button
- Vacuum Indicator
- Power On Indicator
- External Power Indicator
- Failure Mode Indicator
- Battery Status Indicator

Vacuum Settings (0-500+ mmHg)
0=OFF
Light blue (left): Tracheal
Darker blue (right): Oropharyngeal

5-YEAR WARRANTY

With the LSU, you can count on delivering the best patient care every time.

The compact and affordable choice for the most extreme situations, the Laerdal Suction Unit is the result of more than 30 years of airway management experience on the drawing board and in the field.

User friendly storage of patient tubing
The LSU is easy to release from the Wall Bracket even when using gloves.

User friendly tubing illustration on the LSU
This large, single knob is easy to turn on and adjust even with firefighter’s gloves.

Colour & Size Coded connectors
High Vacuum/High Flow Statement (ISO 10079)

78 00 10 LSU
w/Abbott Receptal® Canister

78 00 00 LSU
w/Reusable Canister

*Excludes battery, canister system, power cords and normal wear and tear.

Carry it by the rubber protected grip or use the optional shoulder strap or carrying bag.

The LSU is extremely quiet when operated at the low vacuum levels.